Computational approaches, databases and tools for in silico motif discovery.
Motifs are the biologically significant fragments of nucleotide or peptide sequences in a specific pattern. Motifs are categorized as structural motifs and sequence motifs. These are discovered by phylogenetic studies of similar genes across species. Structural motifs are formed by three dimensional arrangements of amino acids consisting of two or more α helices or β strands whereas sequence motifs are formed by the nucleotide fragments appearing in the exons of a gene. The arrangement of residues in structural motifs may not be continuous while it is continuous in sequence motifs. Sequence motifs may encode to the structural motifs. The algorithms used for motif discovery are important part of the bio-computational studies. The purpose of motif discovery is to identify patterns in biopolymer (nucleotide or protein) sequences to understand the structure and function of the molecules and their evolutionary aspects. The main aim of this paper is to provide systematic compilation of a review on different approaches, databases and tools used in motif discovery.